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[image: Mr. Obi]
Mr. Obi
23:29 04 Apr 24

Wonderful been with Dr. Bonaventure for years since the Coursey location..



[image: Rachelle Tomaszewski]
Rachelle Tomaszewski
23:41 28 Mar 24

Dr. Bonaventure and his staff are the best. I’ve been going to him for years and have always been very happy with his services.



[image: Brad Gauthreaux]
Brad Gauthreaux
23:22 27 Mar 24

The best of the best!! Highly recommend, they go above and beyond for patients. They treat you like family the minute you walk in the door.



[image: Michael Pearce]
Michael Pearce
03:42 27 Mar 24

Great service and experience as always!



[image: David Roberson]
David Roberson
23:53 26 Mar 24





[image: Takanya White]
Takanya White
23:41 26 Mar 24

This office is great!! Staff is always friendly. Appointments always start on time. No long waits. The hygienist are all always professional and thorough.



[image: Tonia Brickley]
Tonia Brickley
01:17 26 Mar 24

Friendly, caring staff. Everyone is always so pleasant.



[image: Donna Green]
Donna Green
23:14 25 Mar 24

Such great people



[image: Rikki Martin]
Rikki Martin
02:29 21 Mar 24

When I walked in, I was greeted with such a friendly face! The receptionist was very helpful and kind. My dental hygienist, Alexis, was also great. She was very personable and informative. She understood the anxiety I had with going to the dentist and made my visit very comfortable.I also appreciate Dr.Bonaventure for being easy going and just all around a GREAT dentist! I feel that they both took their time to explain every question I had and never made me feel rushed. I will always recommend Bonaventure dental!



[image: Ebony S]
Ebony S
02:17 21 Mar 24

Me, my daughter, and my fiance come here for all of our dental work, and I have so many positive things to say about Bonaventure Dental. The staff at the front desk are all so sweet and really know how to make someone's day. The dentists are all personable and will take excellent care of your teeth, too. I have had invisalign here, and we all get our biannual cleanings here as well. The office is always spotless. They always accommodate my family so we can come at the same time/day. I've never had a negative experience here.Dr. Megison was my dentist for the past 20 years. He brought all of his patients over to Bonaventure for a few years before he retired, and I will continue to come here. Congratulations, Dr. Megison!



[image: Gene Vincent]
Gene Vincent
00:13 21 Mar 24





[image: Ahmed Assaf]
Ahmed Assaf
00:45 20 Mar 24

The best..



[image: Tim Hanley]
Tim Hanley
23:20 19 Mar 24

Very courteous and efficient, and professional staff. My first visit, but now regular patient.



[image: Lajarius Bell]
Lajarius Bell
04:31 14 Mar 24

Made me feel so comfortable and warm I will definitely refer anyone they are so friendly



[image: Gustavo Berendson Leigh]
Gustavo Berendson Leigh
01:38 13 Mar 24

Great service and friendly staff!!!



[image: Britt Juergens]
Britt Juergens
23:22 12 Mar 24

Great place! Super nice people. From the front staff to the Dr. himself, everyone is very nice and knowledgeable and makes going to the dentist as painless as it can be. I highly recommend anyone looking for a dentist to give them a shot. You will not be disappointed. Thanks Bonaventure!



[image: C Doucet]
C Doucet
23:50 11 Mar 24

Always a positive experience.  The dental assistants are very thorough and detailed in their work.  Dentist and assistants answer all questions with a friendly approach.



[image: Patti Day]
Patti Day
23:29 11 Mar 24





[image: Donovan Jenkins]
Donovan Jenkins
14:31 07 Mar 24

I was please with the service I got my temps in can’t wait til the process is over I can feel me being excited with the ending results 🖤



[image: Shelbie Lejeune]
Shelbie Lejeune
03:00 06 Mar 24

Cannot say enough about Dr. Bonaventure and his team. Especially Jodi his manager. I hate dentists, and I mean hate them. Super high anxiety, hate the smells and sounds, they used to be majorly triggering to me. I’ve had less than pleasant experiences at many dental places including endodontist. I was freaking out having to get a root canal removed and replaced with an implant that should have never had a root canal performed. I was extremely embarrassed, and mortified over the entire situation. Joni and Dr. Bonaventure went above and beyond to make the entire experience as comfortable as possible. After the implant was placed, I went back to look at my lateral teeth that I never liked. Dr Bonaventure understood my concerns and stressed to me how beautiful my smile already was, and that he only recommended doing 2 teeth. One of my temporaries came off before I was having a dinner date with girlfriends on a Saturday, I called Dr Bonaventure and he told me no worries they will take care of it. His office manager met me at the office and made me a new one.  My new veneers look flawless and for the first time I am absolutely in love with my smile. These people are what good dentist practice and businesses with ethics should strive to look like. I will continue to use them forever. They are the absolute best.



[image: Seth Henderson]
Seth Henderson
01:21 02 Mar 24





[image: Ebonie Guillory]
Ebonie Guillory
00:09 29 Feb 24

The staff was so warm and welcoming. My daughter is so glad we chose them.



[image: Nikki]
Nikki
21:02 24 Feb 24

Everyone was so polite ,fast , and friendly and the place was emaculate and clean



[image: Rachel Boudreaux]
Rachel Boudreaux
02:55 23 Feb 24





[image: Alejandro Sosa]
Alejandro Sosa
00:38 22 Feb 24

Amazing services as always! I have been coming to Bonaventure Dental Care for over 10 yrs and have never had a bad experience.  Dani has been the Dental hygienist for my entire family and we see her as part of the family. Dr. Justin Bonaventure is very knowledgeable,  professional, personable, and has great bedside manner. Front desk staff are always fast, kind, knowledgeable, and great you with a smile. Best Dental clinic in town if you ask me.



[image: Clee Lowe]
Clee Lowe
00:38 21 Feb 24

Visitation was excellent. Promptly greeted with pleasant smiles upon entry to the clinic. My Dental Hygienist was friendly and courteous. My new Dentist greeted me and was very cordial and professional...easy to talk to and we will have an exceptional patient to dentist relationship.



[image: Donald Anderson]
Donald Anderson
22:05 20 Feb 24

Excellent service and very punctual!



[image: Chriss B]
Chriss B
02:14 15 Feb 24





[image: W.J. Guidry]
W.J. Guidry
00:55 10 Feb 24

Great visit.  Dr. Bonaventure and the entire staff are great.



[image: karen juban]
karen juban
15:22 09 Feb 24

Excellent. Staff very professional, knowledgeable and provide excellent service. They take the stress out of dental appointment



[image: Valencia dunn]
Valencia dunn
05:58 08 Feb 24

All the staff here are really nice, friendly, and pleasant. I never have to wait a long time for my service start. I would recommend anybody to this particular dentistry. They are very knowledgeable and helpful about any dentist related questions and insights.



[image: Edward Darbone]
Edward Darbone
00:30 08 Feb 24

Today marked my initial encounter with Bonaventure Dental Care, and I must say, it was quite an exceptional experience. Just as my wife and son have previously attested, the service provided was of the highest quality. The clinic exuded a warm and inviting atmosphere, with the staff adorned with friendly smiles. It was Jenna, a delightful young lady, who expertly attended to me during my cleaning session. Not only were X-rays taken, but I also had the pleasure of conversing with Dr. Bonaventure himself once the procedure was concluded. Truly, it was a remarkable day indeed!



[image: Allie Phillips]
Allie Phillips
00:32 03 Feb 24





[image: Monica Mougeot]
Monica Mougeot
00:41 02 Feb 24

Great experience!  Great dentist!!! I really like going see Dr. Bonaventure. He can do everything. Has the latest technology for taking xrays and cleaning teeth; no more scraping.  All of the staff are wonderful.



[image: Shaun Walker]
Shaun Walker
03:32 31 Jan 24





[image: Danny E]
Danny E
16:36 26 Jan 24

Nice and clean facility, technician was friendly and professional.  The dentist was also very nice to deal with, highly recommended for your dental needs.



[image: james downing]
james downing
02:39 26 Jan 24

Great



[image: Bob O]
Bob O
00:26 26 Jan 24

Friendly and fun! Never thought I would say this about a dentist but this place delivers all that and incredible customer service. They also fix anything with teeth and gums with state of the art equipment and techniques. I am always amazed at what they can do quickly and comfortably.



[image: Michelle Pulliam]
Michelle Pulliam
00:18 26 Jan 24

Excellent staff and pain free care



[image: Emily Marchand]
Emily Marchand
05:06 25 Jan 24





[image: Tony Pittman]
Tony Pittman
00:42 23 Jan 24

Very professional! On time with the appointment.



[image: Linda Smith]
Linda Smith
23:18 20 Jan 24

Super nice staff! Gentle, caring and thoughtful.



[image: Sammy Romeo]
Sammy Romeo
16:17 19 Jan 24

Friendly staff. The hygienists are knowledgeable and friendly.  I dread dentist visits  but they make you feel comfortable.  A good experience.



[image: Deprina McNamara]
Deprina McNamara
15:39 19 Jan 24

Love this place. Dr. B is awesome but so is his entire staff you feel comfortable from the time you walk through the doors. Danni is my hygienist and she is amazing.



[image: HALEEM SHEHADEH]
HALEEM SHEHADEH
00:21 19 Jan 24

Actually one of the best teeth cleaning ever. Very thorough and very detailed.



[image: M&M Sanders]
M&M Sanders
00:25 18 Jan 24

Overall, awesome dental experience, with very courteous and professional staff.  Best in town!



[image: Phil Page]
Phil Page
00:29 12 Jan 24

The staff is very friendly and the office is pristine. All the latest equipment and very efficient! Dani is a great hygienist! I'll be back



[image: William Townsend]
William Townsend
00:19 12 Jan 24

Been going here since Dr. Gilbert was in business. Dr Bonaventure and his staff are nice friendly folks that do not pressure or make you feel guilty about how you cate for your teeth. They do great work.



[image: David Anderson]
David Anderson
21:23 11 Jan 24

Excellent service as always. Great people. Very caring and concerned about my health and dental needs. Doesn’t get any better.



[image: Robert Holder]
Robert Holder
00:26 11 Jan 24

I love this place every one is always so welcoming, I always feel at home, Iv been seeing Dr Bonaventure for years great doctor, I highly recommend this dental office



[image: Landon West]
Landon West
19:28 10 Jan 24

Excellent as always



[image: Gary Ferguson]
Gary Ferguson
03:58 10 Jan 24





[image: Michelle Hillman]
Michelle Hillman
15:50 04 Jan 24

My care was excellent. Everyone is always so professional and kind.



[image: Ron Latour]
Ron Latour
13:27 04 Jan 24





[image: Bennie Martin]
Bennie Martin
00:24 04 Jan 24

From the beginning the person making the appointment was very friendly. Plenty of notifications and reminders. Upon arrival I was taken in at 2:00, the time of my appointment. VERY friendly staff along with quality dental service. On the way there I pass up many dentist offices. My wife and I wouldn’t even think of going anywhere else.



[image: Ben Tomaszewski]
Ben Tomaszewski
01:09 03 Jan 24





[image: Tiffany Brown]
Tiffany Brown
18:15 29 Dec 23

This dental office is so warm & personable..  I always have a great visit. Staff is extremely professional



[image: Joanie kittrell]
Joanie kittrell
16:10 29 Dec 23

very pleasant experience.



[image: The Patch Boys of Baton Rouge]
The Patch Boys of Baton Rouge
00:18 28 Dec 23

I had a very good visit to the dentist got my teeth cleaned and am a happy customer



[image: Parker Tucker]
Parker Tucker
02:33 21 Dec 23





[image: mark reddinger]
mark reddinger
01:50 20 Dec 23

Great visit with the team as always!



[image: Brenda Williams]
Brenda Williams
00:05 19 Dec 23

I’ve been a patient for over 15 years and the staff is ALWAYS so friendly and make time for you. It’s never a rush, rush to just hurry you along.



[image: eddie latiolais]
eddie latiolais
00:03 19 Dec 23





[image: Xavier Hoskins]
Xavier Hoskins
03:57 16 Dec 23

Awesome Folks. Dr Megison and his staff having been caring for our family now for over 20 years. 🦾🙏🏿🇺🇸



[image: Jake Landry]
Jake Landry
02:01 16 Dec 23





[image: Curtis Lauret]
Curtis Lauret
19:48 14 Dec 23

A welcoming and friendly place - keeps my teeth in good shape!



[image: bryan smith]
bryan smith
00:36 09 Dec 23





[image: J N]
J N
22:13 08 Dec 23

1ST CLASS SERVICE AND KNOWLEDGE AS ALWAYS. By far the best dentist ever.Same as the last 8 years...



[image: Robin Bush]
Robin Bush
00:19 07 Dec 23

Holly was my hygienist today and she was great!! I am relatively new to Bonaventure Dental Care and I will be coming back and asking for her in the future. 😊



[image: Brandon]
Brandon
12:15 06 Dec 23





[image: Dylan Arceneaux]
Dylan Arceneaux
02:44 06 Dec 23





[image: Elizangela Smith]
Elizangela Smith
00:08 06 Dec 23





[image: Tyler Davis]
Tyler Davis
13:01 01 Dec 23

Best dentist in Baton Rouge. Friendly staff and accommodating hours. Dani is top notch!



[image: William Day]
William Day
03:11 30 Nov 23

Courteous, professional team. Thanks



[image: tim floyd]
tim floyd
00:27 30 Nov 23

Dani is still THE greatest hygienist in the world! Been going to her for many years. Dr B is also great. He is very friendly, really cares about you, and does superb work. In fact, whole staff is 5 star. Great people. You won’t go wrong with Bonaventure.



[image: Joe Plunkett]
Joe Plunkett
00:09 28 Nov 23

They are always professional.  If I have a problem, they address it after making me understand what wrong and what they need to do to fix it.



[image: Naomi Ewing]
Naomi Ewing
01:00 23 Nov 23

Very friendly and professional. Answered all of my questions and concerns about my treatment



[image: Tabatha Roussel]
Tabatha Roussel
00:27 23 Nov 23





[image: Ashley Domingue]
Ashley Domingue
14:42 22 Nov 23

Dr Bonaventure is so nice and caring! He doesn’t come in, look at your teeth and run - he asks about your day/life and shares his own personal experiences too! After he fixed a problem tooth he and his staff made sure I was ok the following day and beyond. Jenna, one of his hygienist, is absolutely amazing! Oh, and I have never waited more than 5min!



[image: Robert Blackwell]
Robert Blackwell
00:13 16 Nov 23

Best dentist office in Baton Rouge!!!!



[image: marybeth burns]
marybeth burns
18:15 15 Nov 23

I have been going to Dr. Bonaventure Dental for the last 5 years.  The staff is so amazing there.   They are very personable and provide the best care.  They go above and beyond to see you when you need it.  Dr. Bonaventure makes sure to return your call and answer any questions.  If you need a very reliable and amazing dentist, I would visit this office.



[image: E.A. Sutherland]
E.A. Sutherland
13:02 11 Nov 23

Very clean and professional experience! Highly Recommend



[image: Mark Benfield]
Mark Benfield
00:39 10 Nov 23

Outstanding dental practice. I have been a patient since it's inception. They continued the practice of Dr. James Gilbert but completely updated the facilities with state of the art equipment and continued to hire great quality staff. Zero reservations about recommending Bonaventure Dental Care.



[image: Shannon Powell]
Shannon Powell
00:36 10 Nov 23

Great service. Friendly and fast.



[image: Tabatha Lemoine]
Tabatha Lemoine
00:19 10 Nov 23

I had been dreading going to the dentist, knowing that I needed to. I am so glad I chose Bonaventure Dental! from the moment I walked in everyone was very friendly and made me feel comfortable.  Wonderful place.



[image: Lauren Cox]
Lauren Cox
00:18 10 Nov 23





[image: Charlene Davis]
Charlene Davis
13:30 09 Nov 23

I’ve been going to Dr. Megison for years, since his office was on Coursey. I even had my mother going there. I love him and his team. Very respectful and caring. I’ve never run into any of the staff having a “bad day.” They’re always very pleasant and personable. If anyone asks for a good dentist I send them to Dr. Megison.



[image: Lily Tyndall]
Lily Tyndall
00:26 09 Nov 23

Always a pleasure to see Dani and Dr Bonaventure. They are pleasant and professional and do a great job of connecting with clients.



[image: Stacey Boulas]
Stacey Boulas
00:14 08 Nov 23

Dani is the BEST hygienist I’ve ever had and Dr. Bonaventure is the greatest dentist, very thorough and informative!



[image: Capalli Salon]
Capalli Salon
16:24 07 Nov 23





[image: Kirk Strong]
Kirk Strong
00:42 07 Nov 23





[image: Jazz Combo]
Jazz Combo
00:21 07 Nov 23

Great Doctor!!!



[image: Maggie Genius]
Maggie Genius
00:18 03 Nov 23

The older you get, the more you realize how important finding good dental care is important when you are young. Things happen, now much older, and circumstances happen.  Finding a new group that makes you feel comfortable and confident is more important with older teeth. Walking through the door for my first appointment, I knew Bonaventure Dental Care was the place I'll go to make sure my teeth stay trouble free. So many beautiful smiles, and treatment that was friendly and professional.  Dr. Bonaventure's exam was on target. But he excelled at making me comfortable. I was really able to discuss where I wanted to go with the changes to my teeth. Changes I should have made years ago.I left the office knowing I had found my new dental home.



[image: Randy Gilmore]
Randy Gilmore
23:36 02 Nov 23

Love Holly and Doc!!! Great place and even better people.
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Abel Alvarez
23:09 01 Nov 23





[image: Tyri Young]
Tyri Young
16:25 01 Nov 23





[image: Ronnie Martin]
Ronnie Martin
23:18 31 Oct 23

Great as always!



[image: Kathleen Gora]
Kathleen Gora
23:43 30 Oct 23

Very kind and professional. The front office, hygienist and dentist were wonderful



[image: Erica Darensbourg]
Erica Darensbourg
19:12 27 Oct 23





[image: Kirk Giandelone]
Kirk Giandelone
15:02 27 Oct 23

Dr. Bonaventure and his team are very friendly, compassionate, and knowledgeable.  His office is state-of-the-art, and he uses the latest technology.  The ambiance is very calming.  He's an amazing dentist!
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Facebook Rating
5.0


Based on 136 reviews
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[image: Winnie Steve]
Winnie Steve12:34 04 Mar 24

Save Your Relationship and Get Your Ex Boyfriend/Girlfriend Back! Pheptess Julia Aire has helped thousands of women/Men get their Ex husband/boyfriend back using her real effective love Spell you can reach her
Page: https://www.facebook.com/juliadrworldwide21?mibextid=



[image: Joe'l Freeman]
Joe'l Freeman01:16 14 Dec 23

Had my cleaning today. Love Dr. Justin. I know I’m in good hands. Cares about his patients. Great dentist!



[image: Maleah Shaw]
Maleah Shaw23:20 09 Oct 23

You’re welcomed with a big friendly hello, very clean &cute! They really care about teaching you and helping keep your teeth as perfect as can be! I’m so happy I switch to Bonaventure Dental Care!



[image: Heather Samrow Schilling]
Heather Samrow Schilling23:57 31 Jul 23

We have been patients since their office opened, and we recommend them to everyone.  Great people, great care, and they never try to push unnecessary procedures.



[image: Ruth Linder]
Ruth Linder19:59 30 Jun 22

I was so nervous heading into today’s appointment, but I honestly have no idea why! Everyone was top notch! I felt like I had been going here for years, when really I was a new patient. They kept me calm and worry-free. Highly recommended. 🙂



[image: Rebecca Lopez Cronin]
Rebecca Lopez Cronin16:48 05 Apr 21

Beautiful office and Staff top notch!
Great experience all around.
I highly recommended if you are looking for a new Dentist!



[image: Jason Pilgrim]
Jason Pilgrim21:42 25 Mar 21

Great dentist and friendly professional staff!



[image: Johney McQuarter]
Johney McQuarter18:26 19 Mar 21

Friendly Professional staff.



[image: Kerry Bueche]
Kerry Bueche15:42 18 Mar 21

Super nice staff and Randi was the best hygienist I’ve ever had. Not even close.



[image: Monique Johnson]
Monique Johnson20:36 17 Mar 21

Once again, I had a pleasant visit with Dr. Bonaventure and his staff.  I've always been afraid of going to the dentist office and they've pretty much taken my fears away😊



[image: Beryl Lato]
Beryl Lato18:10 17 Mar 21

Expert and friendly care with state of the art equipment. Beautiful new building and a great staff.



[image: Marsha Vidrine Guedry]
Marsha Vidrine Guedry03:14 17 Mar 21

Dr. Bonaventure and the staff are very professional and friendly.  Dani is great!



[image: Laurie Kvaternik Blackwell]
Laurie Kvaternik Blackwell00:19 11 Feb 21

This was my first visit and I was very impressed by the friendliness and professionalism of everyone. I’ve found a new dentist!😁



[image: Ken Gardner]
Ken Gardner19:27 09 Feb 21

Always friendly and very helpful.  Danny and Justin make the experience very pleasant and professional.



[image: Lana Rohal]
Lana Rohal00:24 06 Feb 21

I had not been to the dentist in about 16 months due to some medical and personal issues. This required some deeper cleaning than normal. Every one was so patient and caring I could have easily been brought to tears. As long as I am able, I will be a patient at Bonaventure Dental Care .



[image: Todd Hodges]
Todd Hodges17:32 04 Feb 21

Great staff. Never disappointed. Everyone was welcoming and friendly. Karlee was great.
Thanks again.



[image: Amanda Ellen Watts]
Amanda Ellen Watts00:10 04 Feb 21

The entire staff is so friendly and Dr.Bonnaventure is very informative and makes me feel at ease. I highly recommend Bonaventure Dental.



[image: Melody Howard]
Melody Howard01:28 21 Jan 21

Alway a wonderful experience. Love having my teeth clean. Thanks.



[image: Janell Price DePrato]
Janell Price DePrato01:47 14 Dec 20

Absolutely love this dentist! The hygienists are gentle. The dentist is kind, friendly, and generally interested in the lives of his patients. I was in and out very quickly. I'm very impressed! This has been the best dental experience my entire life!



[image: Mac Boyd]
Mac Boyd22:02 07 Dec 20

SUPER professional and friendly! 10/10 recommend!



[image: Maggie Gravois]
Maggie Gravois13:39 02 Dec 20

Staff are professional and friendly! Always have a good experience at my appointments.



[image: Lorraine Davis Beaman]
Lorraine Davis Beaman01:49 02 Dec 20

Everyone's nice there and they know your name.  I appreciate your care.



[image: Kesha Neal]
Kesha Neal15:50 23 Nov 20

I love the customer service and professionalism displayed by the entire staff at Bonaventure Dental Care.   They definitely know how to take care of their patients!



[image: Charles Sylvester]
Charles Sylvester00:01 11 Nov 20

Great experience, had tooth crown and several procedures. Modern equipment excellent dentistry



[image: Tammy Gremillion]
Tammy Gremillion18:06 30 Oct 20

I went today for my routine checkup. It was my first time since Covid. I felt very comfortable being there, they took all the needed precautions. 
Dr Justin is caring professional and friendly. He also has the most friendly and caring staff. They are all amazing especially my hygienist, Dani😍 I really enjoy my visits to Bonaventure Dental Care!



[image: Glenda Hughes]
Glenda Hughes20:13 29 Oct 20

Bonaventure Dental Care is the absolute best place to go. I’ve been apprehensive to seek dental care after having bad experiences with other dentists. The care I received was excellent, friendly, and professional. My procedures were painless due to their liberal use of numbing gel prior to injection. It’s easy to get an appointment and instructions are explained in detail. I drive 2 hours one direction to see this dentist and his awesome staff. They are worth every mile‼️



[image: Samantha Tillman-Robinson]
Samantha Tillman-Robinson21:41 05 Oct 20

Friendly, professional, personable staff



[image: Barbara Fowler Smith]
Barbara Fowler Smith21:22 31 Jul 20

Excellent care from Dr. Bonaventure and entire staff



[image: Rebecca Beale Browning]
Rebecca Beale Browning00:51 31 Jul 20

Every time I go to Dr. Bonaventure’s office
I have such a positive experience! 
Dr. Bonaventure and his staff are awesome! I got my teeth cleaned today. Dani is amazing!! I always recommend my dentist to all my family and friends!!



[image: Reynaldo Rene Sierra]
Reynaldo Rene Sierra21:35 30 Jul 20

Staff was very friendly and immediately make you feel like you are part of the family. They were very thorough on my cleaning and knowledgeable. I can’t wait until the new location opens.



[image: Valarie Chauvin]
Valarie Chauvin18:13 28 Jul 20

I recommend Doctor Bonaventure to everyone. He has a great bed side manner and is awesome with his patients. He and his staff are very friendly and caring. They do everything-they can to make you comfortable. I have been seeing him for over 10 years now and have never had a bad experience. My children also see him and love going and getting their teeth clean by his amazing hygiene team. I highly recommend his office.



[image: Lucy Scott]
Lucy Scott01:40 28 Jul 20

I really enjoy going to my dentist. Yes, I said “enjoy”. Because the entire staff is always so professional & courteous which really helps my comfort level before the work begins. The office is also taking extra precautions to ensure the protection and safety of each client during COVID-19. I like how, 
Dr. Bonaventure comes in to talk to the client even if he doesn’t have work to do on them.



[image: Kim Cullen DeCastro]
Kim Cullen DeCastro19:53 10 Jul 20

Dr. Bonaventure and his staff are great! They continuously strive to make the patient feel comfortable with their easygoing, friendly attitude and atmosphere. If you are looking for a dentist whose first concern is the patient’s welfare, Look no further!



[image: Keionnia Muse Stagg]
Keionnia Muse Stagg20:24 09 Jul 20

I love going to my Dental appointment!! The staff is so nice, they are personable, they greet you with a smile and make you feel very comfortable. I highly recommend Bonaventure Dental Care!!!



[image: Chris Bourg]
Chris Bourg22:14 08 Jul 20

Bonaventure dental care is by far the best dentist I have ever gone to.



[image: Scotty Gwatney]
Scotty Gwatney02:13 28 Jun 20

Great atmosphere and great care!



[image: Andrea Lanclos Mayeux]
Andrea Lanclos Mayeux20:37 23 Jun 20

My visit was very pleasant. The staff is super nice and Dr. Bonaventure was very easy to talk to and very caring. He came up with a plan for treatment for my issue and I felt very confident that this will help. I will recommend him to my family and friends.



[image: Taylor Caitlin Cook]
Taylor Caitlin Cook17:21 22 Jun 20

Everyone is super nice at Bonaventure and has made my most recent dental experiences way more comfortable than I originally expected to! I’ve been for my X-rays/cleaning and just went for my first out of two filling appointments, and it well so well!! Dr. Bonaventure and his staff make sure you’re in no pain and honestly really helped with my lowkey fear of the dentist. Would highly recommend!



[image: Savannah Joy Neill]
Savannah Joy Neill16:45 19 Jun 20

BEST dental care in Baton Rouge! The staff is so caring and makes you feel comfortable every time you come in. They are very gentle and ensure you aren’t in pain - this is HUGE! I can’t tell you how many dentists I’ve been to where everything they do hurts 😢 I would leave other places with the corners on my mouth cracked & bleeding. 
I’m amazed every time I go into Dr. Bonaventure’s office! It is actually a wonderful experience to go to the dentist 🙌🏼😁



[image: Robin Furrate Cash]
Robin Furrate Cash23:14 16 Jun 20

Everyone is very cordial and makes you feel special.



[image: Karen Badon Vidrine]
Karen Badon Vidrine21:48 13 Jun 20

Friendly staff, clean office, Dr. Bonaventure is very sweet and cares about his patients.



[image: Vee'tuh Parr'ker]
Vee'tuh Parr'ker20:55 11 Jun 20

I found Dr. Bonaventure when I moved back to Louisiana almost 5 years ago. The staff is personable and professional.  Dr. Bonaventure has top notch equipment and technology.  I referred a friend who was new to Louisiana to Dr. Bonaventure and she has been extremely pleased as well. When I had a change in dental insurance for 1 year and Dr. Bonaventure was not on my insurance, I refused to change dentist and found a way to continue to go to him. I was excited that he was on my plan when I got my new policy at my new job! This is one doctor that I have no plans on changing.



[image: Simone Hughes]
Simone Hughes23:00 10 Jun 20

Had a chipped tooth, Dr Bonaventure and staff were super duper nice, professional and I would recommend his services to ANYONE!



[image: Dwayne Pitre]
Dwayne Pitre20:11 10 Jun 20

i had a Crown come off, I called 1st thing in the morning, had me done in a jiffy...thanks guys...



[image: Charlotte Keller]
Charlotte Keller17:54 09 Jun 20

super fast service.  appt Was at 10am.  got there at quarter of.  you me right away and out the door at 10 after.  super friendly staff



[image: Nobod Nobod]
Nobod Nobod15:41 27 May 20

I love this dentist and his staff. I had broke my tooth over the weekend, they immediately took me in the same day I called and took good care of me. The staff is friendly and they are maintaining safety measures during this pandemic. I would highly recommend this office to everyone I know!!



[image: Jecole Godfrey]
Jecole Godfrey21:33 16 Mar 20

I had a great experience with Dr. Bonaventure and staff. I will definitely refer family and friends!



[image: Laurie Clarke White]
Laurie Clarke White07:46 15 Mar 20

I had not been in to see Dr Bonaventure for many years because I had moved out of state .  When  l called with an acute problem he saw me very quickly.  The entire office is so pleasant.



[image: Connie Kraemer]
Connie Kraemer02:25 13 Mar 20

Going to Dr Bonaventure several years ago after not having been to a dentist for several years.  The entire staff are really very nice &friendly.  The hygienists are all great & make you feel totally at ease as they are working on you.  Dr. Bonaventure is very compassionate & truly cares about his patients.



[image: Kathy Flash Morales]
Kathy Flash Morales22:28 12 Mar 20

Went in for my 6 month cleaning. I was greeted cheerfully and was called back within 5 min. 
My hygienist, Carly, was very friendly and professional. She was very thorough and cared about my comfort while she cleaned my teeth. 
I met afterward with my dentist, Dr Gilbert, who reviewed my xrays and discussed a treatment plan for a problem noted on X-ray. 
I was presented with a treatment plan complete with cost breakdown. 
I highly recommend this dental office.



[image: Steven Matthew Gora]
Steven Matthew Gora17:02 10 Mar 20

Very friendly and provide good service



[image: Bonnie Deshotels Wilks]
Bonnie Deshotels Wilks20:40 04 Mar 20

I LOVE Dr. Bonaventure and his staff! Can’t say enough great things about them. I’ve been going there for quite a few years - always a positive experience! �



[image: Sue Grigg]
Sue Grigg01:29 28 Feb 20

I recommend Dr. Gilbert. He is the best dentist I have ever had. The staff is excellent but Dr. Gilbert is the MAN!



[image: Joni Landry Russo]
Joni Landry Russo02:53 27 Feb 20

My dentist is Dr. Gilbert.  Recently the two practices have partnered together. I had may 2nd visit today and the transition to the Bonaventure practice has been seamless. The staff is friendly and professional. Great overall experience



[image: Malissa Jackson-Fair]
Malissa Jackson-Fair02:36 24 Feb 20

Everyone is very friendly and professional! Dr. Bonaventure is an excellent dentist and very gentle!



[image: Traci Fuller Sterba]
Traci Fuller Sterba01:03 11 Feb 20

The staff is super friendly and always helpful. They treat you like an individual and truly care about your experience.  I am always impressed how Dr. Bonaventure remembers details of your life even when it's six months between visits. He takes the time to get updates and answer any of your questions. I will never forget how caring he was to our family after the 2016 flood. My mom had an appointment and my dad and I and my family were working on our flooded homes. Dr. Bonaventure and a coworker brought my mom home after her appointment.  We will never forget his thoughtfulness. This is what I appreciate in doctors and I would highly recommend Dr. Bonaventure and his staff.



[image: Jennifer DeGraff Dugas]
Jennifer DeGraff Dugas00:39 05 Feb 20

Love Dr. B and his staff!  Everyone is always so friendly. Believe it or not, I actually look forward to my cleanings.  I have recommended Bonaventure Dental to several members of my family and my friends!



[image: Carolyn Pittman]
Carolyn Pittman21:19 22 Jan 20

very nice facility 
friendly staff
high technology 
highly recommend them



[image: Lesley Kais]
Lesley Kais21:13 22 Jan 20

Very nice people and environment.



[image: Claudia Bunny Jennings DeGraff]
Claudia Bunny Jennings DeGraff22:08 15 Jan 20

My first visit there and it was a very good experience.  Everyone was so kind and friendly.  I would recommend      Dr. Bonaventure and his staff to everyone!



[image: Geri Wheatley]
Geri Wheatley00:57 15 Jan 20

Quick friendly care. They are great friends to have.



[image: Patricia Mabile Anderson]
Patricia Mabile Anderson06:24 14 Jan 20

Wonderful staff and doctor that cares



[image: Margie Diez]
Margie Diez13:25 09 Jan 20

Great care! Dr. Bonaventure and his staff go the extra mile for his patients!



[image: Harry Boudreaux]
Harry Boudreaux22:34 08 Jan 20

Always friendly and capable of taking care of your problem. No long waiting room time



[image: Misti Johnson]
Misti Johnson21:50 25 Dec 19

Love going to Bonaventure Dental Care! 
Always so welcoming!



[image: Bev Myrick]
Bev Myrick00:43 18 Dec 19

Each staff member is professional, yet personable, & very good at what they do.  My whole family is seen at his office.  Love, love, love Dr. Bonadventure, & his staff!!



[image: Judy Stewart]
Judy Stewart20:25 06 Dec 19

The staff and quality of care is exceptional!



[image: Sierra Shanae Young]
Sierra Shanae Young23:42 03 Dec 19

Dr. Bonaventure is by far the best dentist In Baton Rouge!!!! He has seamlessly pulled my wisdom teeth and not even the numbing part was painful! He’s very caring and personable with his patients in a very professional manner ! Not only Dr. Bonaventure but his staff as well, the ladies at the front desk are awesome they remember who I am when I call (no better feeling) and the ladies that do the cleanings are the BEST!!!! They take their time and clean your teeth thoroughly; they even ask how your teeth are feeling when they’re done! I’ve already recommended my co workers to Dr. Bonaventure and now working on my mother in law lol! Dr. Bonaventure and his office has me as a patient forever as well as an ADVOCATE can’t wait to bring my kids to him as well 🦷



[image: Bernice Stillwell Powell]
Bernice Stillwell Powell20:37 03 Dec 19

Friendly, punctual and gets me in and out in half the time of other dentists.



[image: Dennis Morales]
Dennis Morales20:09 19 Nov 19

Very personable and professional. Dr. Gilbert has been my dentist for over 40 years. Always feel comfortable and well cared for. Highly recommend.



[image: Clifton Sanford]
Clifton Sanford19:19 19 Nov 19

They were prompt in keeping the set appointment time (always are)
Very courteous,not “coldly professional “but perfectectly balanced in their approach,which made me feel comfortable and yet confident that I was receiving top notch dental service.; and I did.
The work I received was beautiful. I highly recommend Bonaventure dental care



[image: Louisette Smarada]
Louisette Smarada21:14 18 Nov 19

Dr.  Gilbert has been my dentist for over 40 years. He’s still the best in town. Easy to get an appointment at Bonaventure Dental too👍🏻



[image: Cindy Peno]
Cindy Peno22:42 12 Nov 19

I love the staff! Everyone is so friendly! Dr Bonaventure is a really great guy and an amazing dentist!!!



[image: Larry Aiken]
Larry Aiken14:29 12 Nov 19

They removed my tooth quickly and painlessly!



[image: Marcella Jarrell]
Marcella Jarrell22:30 11 Nov 19

Very nice and personable staff. Dr Bonaventure is very nice and approachable. Would easily recommend



[image: Francine Andrus Berendson]
Francine Andrus Berendson22:15 06 Nov 19

Always a positive experience at Bonaventure Dental. Puts a smile on your face. I recommend Dr. Bonaventure to friends and coworkers. Keep up the excellent work!



[image: Dario Rodriguez]
Dario Rodriguez00:41 29 Oct 19

Nice dentist,friendly staff ,



[image: Myrnita Vincent]
Myrnita Vincent00:05 24 Oct 19

Wonderful dentist! He is a remarkable combination of kindness and competence. His staff is friendly and compassionate.



[image: Donna Termini Arseneault]
Donna Termini Arseneault03:00 10 Sep 19

I Love the Boneventure Dental Group! Everyone is very kind , informative and professional. I had to have a filling replacement and the experience was by far the best care I have ever received.  I scheduled a cleaning and my hygienist did an excellent job. They are all very timely and caring and I felt at ease and comfortable. I highly recommend Dr Boneventure and his team! I am so glad I found him.



[image: Sharon Smith Nickel]
Sharon Smith Nickel15:58 13 Aug 19

Very knowledgeable and conservative dentist and friendly staff. They are always very understanding and accommodating .



[image: Krystale Sledge]
Krystale Sledge12:19 07 Aug 19

Dr. Bonaventure went above and beyond  for me and I'm so grateful to him and his staff. This is the best dental experience I have ever had. I will never use another dentist for the rest of my life. I had a lot of complications and he went out of his way just to check on me and get me well. Him and his entire staff are just absolutely phenomenal. I will be recommending them to everyone I cross paths with.



[image: Fay Hall]
Fay Hall00:15 06 Aug 19

Very nice and professional staff. Dr Bonaventure is very personable, thorough, knowledgeable and professional. He and his staff have taken excellent care of us since we’ve been their patients since January 2019.



[image: Tim Floyd]
Tim Floyd18:01 30 Jul 19

Great care! Always very nice. Been going for 5 years. Never any problems. Bonaventure is the best.



[image: Jay Thompson]
Jay Thompson17:57 30 Jul 19

Very courteous and professional. Dental experience was excellent.



[image: Tamonica Augustus]
Tamonica Augustus01:00 17 Jul 19

The staff is pleasant and nice. Dr Bonaventure and the hygienist take their time with you. You are treated special.



[image: Jadie Thompson Abendroth]
Jadie Thompson Abendroth23:26 08 Jul 19

The nicest staff ever! Great experience! Dr. Bonaventure is so kind and I enjoyed my visit



[image: David Kirshner]
David Kirshner01:05 27 Jun 19

My son who is autistic recently transferred to this practice. Dr. Bonaventure attended my son's last appointment with his previous dentist to learn the special handling techniques. The transition has gone perfectly. We're so grateful!



[image: Yadiel Blanco Pérez]
Yadiel Blanco Pérez23:19 24 Jun 19

very professional, very attentive, they put me a filling in 5 minutes
I recommend everyone who has dental problems to go there



[image: Joan Kerner]
Joan Kerner18:15 12 Jun 19

Every one in there office was so nice and helpful! Dr Bonaventure is nice and helping me with my dental needs! Definitely will be going back!



[image: Keith Babineaux]
Keith Babineaux01:11 30 May 19

Me and my wife really like the bedside manner of doctor bonaventure.



[image: Valerie Dauzat]
Valerie Dauzat21:40 22 May 19

Everyone is great to work with. Highly recommended!



[image: Brittany Hillman Kittrell]
Brittany Hillman Kittrell23:13 20 May 19

Love the staff! Always so welcoming and kind. I always recommend them to friends and family!



[image: Thomas Walls]
Thomas Walls23:26 10 May 19

Really friendly environment caring assistance the dentist who done my dental work care about me kept asking me if I was ok and letting me know that he was almost done think I have found me a dentist



[image: Donald Melancon Jr]
Donald Melancon Jr23:56 01 May 19

I am always met with a very professional staff which operates their office with perfection. Never have i had extended time periods in the waiting room. Every time I arrive for my appointment, I am promptly brought back and put the door before I know it, yet never feeling rushed.



[image: Rhonda Faye Smith]
Rhonda Faye Smith20:26 30 Apr 19

They are the best!!! After having been incarcerated and not having proper dental care, the team and Doctor Bonaventure took me in and took care of me. I was so scared, but they made me feel welcome and at ease. The office was nice, well maintained and very pretty.  I immediately recommended this office to my daughter who will be making a visit very soon. One of the most things that was important to me is they did not judge me, and were very helpful in my dental plan and I look forward to my next visit to continue on the road to a beautiful smile.



[image: Caroline Dennis]
Caroline Dennis19:13 24 Apr 19

Great staff and doctor! Would recommend to anyone needing a new dentist! Thanks Dr. Bonaventure!



[image: David Landry]
David Landry22:07 16 Apr 19

First visit was a great experience



[image: Jeff Martin]
Jeff Martin19:23 11 Apr 19

A fantastic team.  Superior care delivered with a friendly and personal touch.



[image: Ahmed Assaf]
Ahmed Assaf20:41 09 Apr 19

very pleased with the staff,  professional work.



[image: Cherlyn Ducklow]
Cherlyn Ducklow12:33 09 Apr 19

Caring professional Dental Care by a staff that goes the extra mile. Professional work by a great dentist. I would highly recommend him 👍❣️
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	Enter your details to see your monthly payment options
	Select your preferred payment option and we’ll notify Bonaventure Dental about your prequalified amount
	Go to Bonaventure Dental to make your purchase!
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                                        Bonaventure Dental Care                    
        
        
    
        
        
                13431 Tigerbend Rd. Baton Rouge, LA 70817.

front@bonaventuredental.com

Call us on 225 753 0123

Keeping your smile beautiful and ensuring you're on the right path to optimal dental health is our mission at Bonaventure Dental Care. Whether you need a routine cleaning, a filling, teeth straightening, or more, you've come to the right place.
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Bonaventure Dental Care
4.9


Based on 474 reviews
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Bonaventure Dental Care
5.0


Based on 136 reviews









Excellent service as always. Great people. Very caring and concerned about my health and dental needs. Doesn’t get any better.

[image: David A.]
David A.





Great experience!  Great dentist!!! I really like going see Dr. Bonaventure. He can do everything. Has the latest technology for taking xrays and cleaning teeth; no more scraping.  All of the staff are wonderful.

[image: Monica M.]
Monica M.





Had a chipped tooth, Dr Bonaventure and staff were super duper nice, professional and I would recommend his services to ANYONE!

[image: Simone H.]
Simone H.





They are the best!!! After having been incarcerated and not having proper dental care, the team and Doctor Bonaventure took me in and took care of me. I was so scared, but they made me feel welcome and at ease. The office was nice, well maintained and very pretty.  I immediately recommended this...  office to my daughter who will be making a visit very soon. One of the most things that was important to me is they did not judge me, and were very helpful in my dental plan and I look forward to my next visit to continue on the road to a beautiful smile.read more

[image: Rhonda Faye S.]
Rhonda Faye S.





Dani is the BEST hygienist I’ve ever had and Dr. Bonaventure is the greatest dentist, very thorough and informative!

[image: Stacey B.]
Stacey B.





Friendly and fun! Never thought I would say this about a dentist but this place delivers all that and incredible customer service. They also fix anything with teeth and gums with state of the art equipment and techniques. I am always amazed at what they can do quickly and comfortably.

[image: Bob O]
Bob O





My visit was very pleasant. The staff is super nice and Dr. Bonaventure was very easy to talk to and very caring. He came up with a plan for treatment for my issue and I felt very confident that this will help. I will recommend him to my family and friends.

[image: Andrea Lanclos M.]
Andrea Lanclos M.





This was my first visit and I was very impressed by the friendliness and professionalism of everyone. I’ve found a new dentist!😁

[image: Laurie Kvaternik B.]
Laurie Kvaternik B.





Been going here since Dr. Gilbert was in business. Dr Bonaventure and his staff are nice friendly folks that do not pressure or make you feel guilty about how you cate for your teeth. They do great work.

[image: William T.]
William T.





I recommend Doctor Bonaventure to everyone. He has a great bed side manner and is awesome with his patients. He and his staff are very friendly and caring. They do everything-they can to make you comfortable. I have been seeing him for over 10 years now and have never had a bad experience. My...  children also see him and love going and getting their teeth clean by his amazing hygiene team. I highly recommend his office.read more

[image: Valarie C.]
Valarie C.





I found Dr. Bonaventure when I moved back to Louisiana almost 5 years ago. The staff is personable and professional.  Dr. Bonaventure has top notch equipment and technology.  I referred a friend who was new to Louisiana to Dr. Bonaventure and she has been extremely pleased as well. When I had a...  change in dental insurance for 1 year and Dr. Bonaventure was not on my insurance, I refused to change dentist and found a way to continue to go to him. I was excited that he was on my plan when I got my new policy at my new job! This is one doctor that I have no plans on changing.read more

[image: Vee'tuh P.]
Vee'tuh P.





I have been going to Dr. Bonaventure Dental for the last 5 years.  The staff is so amazing there.   They are very personable and provide the best care.  They go above and beyond to see you when you need it.  Dr. Bonaventure makes sure to return your call and answer any questions.  If you need a...  very reliable and amazing dentist, I would visit this office.read more

[image: marybeth B.]
marybeth B.





Great staff. Never disappointed. Everyone was welcoming and friendly. Karlee was great.
Thanks again.

[image: Todd H.]
Todd H.





Always a positive experience.  The dental assistants are very thorough and detailed in their work.  Dentist and assistants answer all questions with a friendly approach.

[image: C D.]
C D.





Caring professional Dental Care by a staff that goes the extra mile. Professional work by a great dentist. I would highly recommend him 👍❣️

[image: Cherlyn D.]
Cherlyn D.





My son who is autistic recently transferred to this practice. Dr. Bonaventure attended my son's last appointment with his previous dentist to learn the special handling techniques. The transition has gone perfectly. We're so grateful!

[image: David K.]
David K.





When I walked in, I was greeted with such a friendly face! The receptionist was very helpful and kind. My dental hygienist, Alexis, was also great. She was very personable and informative. She understood the anxiety I had with going to the dentist and made my visit very comfortable.I also...  appreciate Dr.Bonaventure for being easy going and just all around a GREAT dentist! I feel that they both took their time to explain every question I had and never made me feel rushed. I will always recommend Bonaventure dental!read more

[image: Rikki M.]
Rikki M.





The staff is pleasant and nice. Dr Bonaventure and the hygienist take their time with you. You are treated special.

[image: Tamonica A.]
Tamonica A.





All the staff here are really nice, friendly, and pleasant. I never have to wait a long time for my service start. I would recommend anybody to this particular dentistry. They are very knowledgeable and helpful about any dentist related questions and insights.

[image: Valencia D.]
Valencia D.





Dr Bonaventure is so nice and caring! He doesn’t come in, look at your teeth and run - he asks about your day/life and shares his own personal experiences too! After he fixed a problem tooth he and his staff made sure I was ok the following day and beyond. Jenna, one of his hygienist, is absolutely...  amazing! Oh, and I have never waited more than 5min!read more

[image: Ashley D.]
Ashley D.





From the beginning the person making the appointment was very friendly. Plenty of notifications and reminders. Upon arrival I was taken in at 2:00, the time of my appointment. VERY friendly staff along with quality dental service. On the way there I pass up many dentist offices. My wife and I...  wouldn’t even think of going anywhere else.read more

[image: Bennie M.]
Bennie M.





Great place! Super nice people. From the front staff to the Dr. himself, everyone is very nice and knowledgeable and makes going to the dentist as painless as it can be. I highly recommend anyone looking for a dentist to give them a shot. You will not be disappointed. Thanks Bonaventure!

[image: Britt J.]
Britt J.





I had a great experience with Dr. Bonaventure and staff. I will definitely refer family and friends!

[image: Jecole G.]
Jecole G.





Nice and clean facility, technician was friendly and professional.  The dentist was also very nice to deal with, highly recommended for your dental needs.

[image: Danny E]
Danny E





I went today for my routine checkup. It was my first time since Covid. I felt very comfortable being there, they took all the needed precautions. 
Dr Justin is caring professional and friendly. He also has the most friendly and caring staff. They are all amazing especially my hygienist,...  Dani😍 I really enjoy my visits to Bonaventure Dental Care!read more

[image: Tammy G.]
Tammy G.





I’ve been a patient for over 15 years and the staff is ALWAYS so friendly and make time for you. It’s never a rush, rush to just hurry you along.

[image: Brenda W.]
Brenda W.





Very nice and professional staff. Dr Bonaventure is very personable, thorough, knowledgeable and professional. He and his staff have taken excellent care of us since we’ve been their patients since January 2019.

[image: Fay H.]
Fay H.





My dentist is Dr. Gilbert.  Recently the two practices have partnered together. I had may 2nd visit today and the transition to the Bonaventure practice has been seamless. The staff is friendly and professional. Great overall experience

[image: Joni Landry R.]
Joni Landry R.





I love this place every one is always so welcoming, I always feel at home, Iv been seeing Dr Bonaventure for years great doctor, I highly recommend this dental office

[image: Robert H.]
Robert H.





Dr. Bonaventure went above and beyond  for me and I'm so grateful to him and his staff. This is the best dental experience I have ever had. I will never use another dentist for the rest of my life. I had a lot of complications and he went out of his way just to check on me and get me well. Him and...  his entire staff are just absolutely phenomenal. I will be recommending them to everyone I cross paths with.read more

[image: Krystale S.]
Krystale S.





I love the customer service and professionalism displayed by the entire staff at Bonaventure Dental Care.   They definitely know how to take care of their patients!

[image: Kesha N.]
Kesha N.





Always friendly and very helpful.  Danny and Justin make the experience very pleasant and professional.

[image: Ken G.]
Ken G.





I love this dentist and his staff. I had broke my tooth over the weekend, they immediately took me in the same day I called and took good care of me. The staff is friendly and they are maintaining safety measures during this pandemic. I would highly recommend this office to everyone I know!!

[image: Nobod N.]
Nobod N.





Visitation was excellent. Promptly greeted with pleasant smiles upon entry to the clinic. My Dental Hygienist was friendly and courteous. My new Dentist greeted me and was very cordial and professional...easy to talk to and we will have an exceptional patient to dentist relationship.
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1ST CLASS SERVICE AND KNOWLEDGE AS ALWAYS. By far the best dentist ever.Same as the last 8 years...
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I was please with the service I got my temps in can’t wait til the process is over I can feel me being excited with the ending results 🖤
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Absolutely love this dentist! The hygienists are gentle. The dentist is kind, friendly, and generally interested in the lives of his patients. I was in and out very quickly. I'm very impressed! This has been the best dental experience my entire life!
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Bonaventure Dental Care is the absolute best place to go. I’ve been apprehensive to seek dental care after having bad experiences with other dentists. The care I received was excellent, friendly, and professional. My procedures were painless due to their liberal use of numbing gel prior to...  injection. It’s easy to get an appointment and instructions are explained in detail. I drive 2 hours one direction to see this dentist and his awesome staff. They are worth every mile‼️read more
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Staff was very friendly and immediately make you feel like you are part of the family. They were very thorough on my cleaning and knowledgeable. I can’t wait until the new location opens.
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Holly was my hygienist today and she was great!! I am relatively new to Bonaventure Dental Care and I will be coming back and asking for her in the future. 😊
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Going to Dr Bonaventure several years ago after not having been to a dentist for several years.  The entire staff are really very nice &friendly.  The hygienists are all great & make you feel totally at ease as they are working on you.  Dr. Bonaventure is very compassionate & truly cares about his...  patients.read more
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Always a pleasure to see Dani and Dr Bonaventure. They are pleasant and professional and do a great job of connecting with clients.
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Very nice and personable staff. Dr Bonaventure is very nice and approachable. Would easily recommend
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Had my cleaning today. Love Dr. Justin. I know I’m in good hands. Cares about his patients. Great dentist!
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This office is great!! Staff is always friendly. Appointments always start on time. No long waits. The hygienist are all always professional and thorough.
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Very knowledgeable and conservative dentist and friendly staff. They are always very understanding and accommodating .
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Outstanding dental practice. I have been a patient since it's inception. They continued the practice of Dr. James Gilbert but completely updated the facilities with state of the art equipment and continued to hire great quality staff. Zero reservations about recommending Bonaventure Dental Care.
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Beautiful office and Staff top notch!
Great experience all around.
I highly recommended if you are looking for a new Dentist!
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BEST dental care in Baton Rouge! The staff is so caring and makes you feel comfortable every time you come in. They are very gentle and ensure you aren’t in pain - this is HUGE! I can’t tell you how many dentists I’ve been to where everything they do hurts 😢 I would leave other places with...  the corners on my mouth cracked & bleeding. 
I’m amazed every time I go into Dr. Bonaventure’s office! It is actually a wonderful experience to go to the dentist 🙌🏼😁read more
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Me, my daughter, and my fiance come here for all of our dental work, and I have so many positive things to say about Bonaventure Dental. The staff at the front desk are all so sweet and really know how to make someone's day. The dentists are all personable and will take excellent care of your...  teeth, too. I have had invisalign here, and we all get our biannual cleanings here as well. The office is always spotless. They always accommodate my family so we can come at the same time/day. I've never had a negative experience here.Dr. Megison was my dentist for the past 20 years. He brought all of his patients over to Bonaventure for a few years before he retired, and I will continue to come here. Congratulations, Dr. Megison!read more
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Wonderful dentist! He is a remarkable combination of kindness and competence. His staff is friendly and compassionate.
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Each staff member is professional, yet personable, & very good at what they do.  My whole family is seen at his office.  Love, love, love Dr. Bonadventure, & his staff!!
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They are always professional.  If I have a problem, they address it after making me understand what wrong and what they need to do to fix it.
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My first visit there and it was a very good experience.  Everyone was so kind and friendly.  I would recommend      Dr. Bonaventure and his staff to everyone!
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Amazing services as always! I have been coming to Bonaventure Dental Care for over 10 yrs and have never had a bad experience.  Dani has been the Dental hygienist for my entire family and we see her as part of the family. Dr. Justin Bonaventure is very knowledgeable,  professional, personable, and...  has great bedside manner. Front desk staff are always fast, kind, knowledgeable, and great you with a smile. Best Dental clinic in town if you ask me.read more
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Went in for my 6 month cleaning. I was greeted cheerfully and was called back within 5 min. 
My hygienist, Carly, was very friendly and professional. She was very thorough and cared about my comfort while she cleaned my teeth. 
I met afterward with my dentist, Dr Gilbert, who reviewed my...  xrays and discussed a treatment plan for a problem noted on X-ray. 
I was presented with a treatment plan complete with cost breakdown. 
I highly recommend this dental office.read more
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very professional, very attentive, they put me a filling in 5 minutes
I recommend everyone who has dental problems to go there
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Very personable and professional. Dr. Gilbert has been my dentist for over 40 years. Always feel comfortable and well cared for. Highly recommend.
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I Love the Boneventure Dental Group! Everyone is very kind , informative and professional. I had to have a filling replacement and the experience was by far the best care I have ever received.  I scheduled a cleaning and my hygienist did an excellent job. They are all very timely and caring and I...  felt at ease and comfortable. I highly recommend Dr Boneventure and his team! I am so glad I found him.read more
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Today marked my initial encounter with Bonaventure Dental Care, and I must say, it was quite an exceptional experience. Just as my wife and son have previously attested, the service provided was of the highest quality. The clinic exuded a warm and inviting atmosphere, with the staff adorned with...  friendly smiles. It was Jenna, a delightful young lady, who expertly attended to me during my cleaning session. Not only were X-rays taken, but I also had the pleasure of conversing with Dr. Bonaventure himself once the procedure was concluded. Truly, it was a remarkable day indeed!read more
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I had not been in to see Dr Bonaventure for many years because I had moved out of state .  When  l called with an acute problem he saw me very quickly.  The entire office is so pleasant.
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The staff is super friendly and always helpful. They treat you like an individual and truly care about your experience.  I am always impressed how Dr. Bonaventure remembers details of your life even when it's six months between visits. He takes the time to get updates and answer any of your...  questions. I will never forget how caring he was to our family after the 2016 flood. My mom had an appointment and my dad and I and my family were working on our flooded homes. Dr. Bonaventure and a coworker brought my mom home after her appointment.  We will never forget his thoughtfulness. This is what I appreciate in doctors and I would highly recommend Dr. Bonaventure and his staff.read more
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Dr. Bonaventure and his team are very friendly, compassionate, and knowledgeable.  His office is state-of-the-art, and he uses the latest technology.  The ambiance is very calming.  He's an amazing dentist!
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I had not been to the dentist in about 16 months due to some medical and personal issues. This required some deeper cleaning than normal. Every one was so patient and caring I could have easily been brought to tears. As long as I am able, I will be a patient at Bonaventure Dental Care .
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Everyone is super nice at Bonaventure and has made my most recent dental experiences way more comfortable than I originally expected to! I’ve been for my X-rays/cleaning and just went for my first out of two filling appointments, and it well so well!! Dr. Bonaventure and his staff make sure you’re...  in no pain and honestly really helped with my lowkey fear of the dentist. Would highly recommend!read more
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Awesome Folks. Dr Megison and his staff having been caring for our family now for over 20 years. 🦾🙏🏿🇺🇸
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I am always met with a very professional staff which operates their office with perfection. Never have i had extended time periods in the waiting room. Every time I arrive for my appointment, I am promptly brought back and put the door before I know it, yet never feeling rushed.
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Cannot say enough about Dr. Bonaventure and his team. Especially Jodi his manager. I hate dentists, and I mean hate them. Super high anxiety, hate the smells and sounds, they used to be majorly triggering to me. I’ve had less than pleasant experiences at many dental places including endodontist. I...  was freaking out having to get a root canal removed and replaced with an implant that should have never had a root canal performed. I was extremely embarrassed, and mortified over the entire situation. Joni and Dr. Bonaventure went above and beyond to make the entire experience as comfortable as possible. After the implant was placed, I went back to look at my lateral teeth that I never liked. Dr Bonaventure understood my concerns and stressed to me how beautiful my smile already was, and that he only recommended doing 2 teeth. One of my temporaries came off before I was having a dinner date with girlfriends on a Saturday, I called Dr Bonaventure and he told me no worries they will take care of it. His office manager met me at the office and made me a new one.  My new veneers look flawless and for the first time I am absolutely in love with my smile. These people are what good dentist practice and businesses with ethics should strive to look like. I will continue to use them forever. They are the absolute best.read more
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They were prompt in keeping the set appointment time (always are)
Very courteous,not “coldly professional “but perfectectly balanced in their approach,which made me feel comfortable and yet confident that I was receiving top notch dental service.; and I did.
The work I received was beautiful....  I highly recommend Bonaventure dental careread more
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Dani is still THE greatest hygienist in the world! Been going to her for many years. Dr B is also great. He is very friendly, really cares about you, and does superb work. In fact, whole staff is 5 star. Great people. You won’t go wrong with Bonaventure.
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Dr.  Gilbert has been my dentist for over 40 years. He’s still the best in town. Easy to get an appointment at Bonaventure Dental too👍🏻
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Love Dr. B and his staff!  Everyone is always so friendly. Believe it or not, I actually look forward to my cleanings.  I have recommended Bonaventure Dental to several members of my family and my friends!
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The best of the best!! Highly recommend, they go above and beyond for patients. They treat you like family the minute you walk in the door.
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Every one in there office was so nice and helpful! Dr Bonaventure is nice and helping me with my dental needs! Definitely will be going back!
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This dental office is so warm & personable..  I always have a great visit. Staff is extremely professional
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super fast service.  appt Was at 10am.  got there at quarter of.  you me right away and out the door at 10 after.  super friendly staff
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I recommend Dr. Gilbert. He is the best dentist I have ever had. The staff is excellent but Dr. Gilbert is the MAN!
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The older you get, the more you realize how important finding good dental care is important when you are young. Things happen, now much older, and circumstances happen.  Finding a new group that makes you feel comfortable and confident is more important with older teeth. Walking through the door...  for my first appointment, I knew Bonaventure Dental Care was the place I'll go to make sure my teeth stay trouble free. So many beautiful smiles, and treatment that was friendly and professional.  Dr. Bonaventure's exam was on target. But he excelled at making me comfortable. I was really able to discuss where I wanted to go with the changes to my teeth. Changes I should have made years ago.I left the office knowing I had found my new dental home.read more
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Every time I go to Dr. Bonaventure’s office
I have such a positive experience! 
Dr. Bonaventure and his staff are awesome! I got my teeth cleaned today. Dani is amazing!! I always recommend my dentist to all my family and friends!!
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Everyone is very friendly and professional! Dr. Bonaventure is an excellent dentist and very gentle!
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Dr. Bonaventure and his staff are great! They continuously strive to make the patient feel comfortable with their easygoing, friendly attitude and atmosphere. If you are looking for a dentist whose first concern is the patient’s welfare, Look no further!
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I had been dreading going to the dentist, knowing that I needed to. I am so glad I chose Bonaventure Dental! from the moment I walked in everyone was very friendly and made me feel comfortable.  Wonderful place.
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Save Your Relationship and Get Your Ex Boyfriend/Girlfriend Back! Pheptess Julia Aire has helped thousands of women/Men get their Ex husband/boyfriend back using her real effective love Spell you can reach her
Page: https://www.facebook.com/juliadrworldwide21?mibextid=
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Dr. Bonaventure is by far the best dentist In Baton Rouge!!!! He has seamlessly pulled my wisdom teeth and not even the numbing part was painful! He’s very caring and personable with his patients in a very professional manner ! Not only Dr. Bonaventure but his staff as well, the ladies at the front...  desk are awesome they remember who I am when I call (no better feeling) and the ladies that do the cleanings are the BEST!!!! They take their time and clean your teeth thoroughly; they even ask how your teeth are feeling when they’re done! I’ve already recommended my co workers to Dr. Bonaventure and now working on my mother in law lol! Dr. Bonaventure and his office has me as a patient forever as well as an ADVOCATE can’t wait to bring my kids to him as well 🦷read more
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Friendly staff. The hygienists are knowledgeable and friendly.  I dread dentist visits  but they make you feel comfortable.  A good experience.
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I love going to my Dental appointment!! The staff is so nice, they are personable, they greet you with a smile and make you feel very comfortable. I highly recommend Bonaventure Dental Care!!!
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Always a positive experience at Bonaventure Dental. Puts a smile on your face. I recommend Dr. Bonaventure to friends and coworkers. Keep up the excellent work!
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Really friendly environment caring assistance the dentist who done my dental work care about me kept asking me if I was ok and letting me know that he was almost done think I have found me a dentist
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I love the staff! Everyone is so friendly! Dr Bonaventure is a really great guy and an amazing dentist!!!
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Love this place. Dr. B is awesome but so is his entire staff you feel comfortable from the time you walk through the doors. Danni is my hygienist and she is amazing.
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We have been patients since their office opened, and we recommend them to everyone.  Great people, great care, and they never try to push unnecessary procedures.
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Excellent. Staff very professional, knowledgeable and provide excellent service. They take the stress out of dental appointment
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Once again, I had a pleasant visit with Dr. Bonaventure and his staff.  I've always been afraid of going to the dentist office and they've pretty much taken my fears away😊
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Dr. Bonaventure and his staff are the best. I’ve been going to him for years and have always been very happy with his services.
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I was so nervous heading into today’s appointment, but I honestly have no idea why! Everyone was top notch! I felt like I had been going here for years, when really I was a new patient. They kept me calm and worry-free. Highly recommended. :)
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You’re welcomed with a big friendly hello, very clean &cute! They really care about teaching you and helping keep your teeth as perfect as can be! I’m so happy I switch to Bonaventure Dental Care!
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I LOVE Dr. Bonaventure and his staff! Can’t say enough great things about them. I’ve been going there for quite a few years - always a positive experience! �
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I really enjoy going to my dentist. Yes, I said “enjoy”. Because the entire staff is always so professional & courteous which really helps my comfort level before the work begins. The office is also taking extra precautions to ensure the protection and safety of each client during COVID-19. I like...  how, 
Dr. Bonaventure comes in to talk to the client even if he doesn’t have work to do on them.read more
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I’ve been going to Dr. Megison for years, since his office was on Coursey. I even had my mother going there. I love him and his team. Very respectful and caring. I’ve never run into any of the staff having a “bad day.” They’re always very pleasant and personable. If anyone asks for a good dentist I...  send them to Dr. Megison.read more
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The entire staff is so friendly and Dr.Bonnaventure is very informative and makes me feel at ease. I highly recommend Bonaventure Dental.
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The staff is very friendly and the office is pristine. All the latest equipment and very efficient! Dani is a great hygienist! I'll be back
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Call us on 225 753 0123
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